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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this project was to test and evaluate the current SCEC 3D Community Fault

Model (CFM v1.0.1beta), and to provide additional digital 3D structural representations of active
faults in selected areas for input into the model.  The initial areas selected include the onshore and
offshore portions of the western Transverse Ranges, Santa Barbara Channel and Ventura basin.
This work ties into and complements similar studies to define active 3D fault structures south of the
Northern Channel Islands and in Santa Monica Bay [e.g., Sorlien et al., 2001; Sorlien et al., 2003].
Activities
1) Owing to the region's hydrocarbon potential and to the fact that half the area is underwater, a
wealth of subsurface information, including industry wells and marine multichannel seismic (MCS)
data, is becoming more and more available that can be used to identify and map important
subsurface structure, and to test and evaluate the SCEC CFM.  Working with Jon Childs (USGS)
and Chris Sorlien (UCSB), much of our effort has been to help coordinate the transfer of extensive
grids of high-quality, proprietary industry MCS data (Fig.1) and other data sets to the public
domain (see 2003 SCEC Borderland Working Group Annual Report). These data sets include the
offshore Chevron-Texaco, Western GeCo, Venoco, and Heck-Ogle Petroleum holdings of seismic
reflection data and well data from Union Oil. The Chevron-Texaco offer also includes onshore data
in the Los Angeles basin that are still currently proprietary.  

These industry data sets represent an invaluable community resource tool. The data provide
important structural and stratigraphic information on the geometry and deformation of active faults
and folds. Figure 2 shows an example of one such industry line in the northern Santa Barbara
Channel.  This older seismic line extends north into State water where such seismic acquisition is
now precluded by law. The line images active folding and faulting associated with the North
Channel–Pitas Point–Red Mountain fault system [Kamerling and et., 2003] that represents one of
the major seismic hazards to coastal communities extending from Santa Barbara-Goleta to Ventura.
These and other industry data, together with deep seismicity data, were used to map the active
segments of this fault system currently incorporated into the SCEC CFM [Kamerling et al., 2001,
Nicholson and Kamerling, 2002; Plesch et al., 2002].  Our intent is to provide these critical
subsurface data in an online, digital database, so that the wider SCEC scientific community can see
the data that defines and supports the SCEC Community Fault Model [Nicholson and Sorlien,
2003; Hart et al., 2003].  To do this, however, funds are needed to transcribe the data from old tape
to modern media—a non-trivial process. Once the data are transcribed, the data will be archived and
maintained in an online, digital database at the USGS, IRIS, and SCEC Data Centers.
2) In March 2003, a highly successful and productive two-day workshop was held on the SCEC
3D Community Fault Model at the Scripps Visualization Center (UCSD) in La Jolla. The purpose
of the workshop was to provide specific feedback on the current SCEC CFM (v.1.0.1. beta)
organized and developed through the considerable efforts of Andreas Plesch and John Shaw
(Harvard)[Plesch et al., 2002]. Figure 3a shows an oblique perspective view looking west of major
elements in the SCEC CFM for the western Transverse Ranges region extending south to the
Northern Channel Islands. Extensive discussions were held on each of these elements in the SCEC
CFM, and written comments provided on most of the major active faults in Southern California.
Part of our work in progress is to help incorporate these suggested modifications, changes and
corrections into the latest version of CFM in collaboration with Harvard and the other members of
the SCEC CFM Working Group.
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3) The CFM workshop group also recognized the important need to include alternative fault
representations within the SCEC Community Fault Model.  Figure 3a shows a number of these
alternative representations.  In some cases, these alternative models for active fault surfaces are both
mutually cross-cutting and mutually exclusive, as they provide fundamentally different fault
orientations and fault geometry to explain the same fold deformation. A good example is the lower
Pitas Point fault (blue), a low-angle fault extending north across the central and eastern Santa
Barbara Channel [Shaw and Suppe, 1994; Novoa, 1998] and which cuts the offshore Oak Ridge,
(upper) Pitas Point, North Channel, Red Mountain and Arroyo Parida-Mission Ridge faults
(Fig.3a).  Alternatively, the folding this lower Pitas Point fault model is intended to explain can be
accounted for by oblique slip on the more steeply dipping faults it cuts (e.g., Fig.4)[Kamerling and
Nicholson, 1995; Kamerling et al., 1998; Yeats, 1998]. Another difficulty arises when different
fault models are provided for different segments of the same fault. In CFM, the onshore Oak Ridge
fault is steeply dipping, whereas the offshore Oak Ridge fault is moderately dipping (Fig.3a),
resulting in a major discontinuity of the fault at depth.

To address some of these issues, and as part of the CFM evaluation process, this project has
been developing a modified subset of CFM that is both internally consistent and kinematically
compatible (Fig.3b). This subset includes those elements of the model which can work together to
accommodate finite displacement, and which appear to best explain the available seismic reflection,
well, and seismicity data (Figs.2&4)[e.g., Kamerling and Nicholson, 1995; O’Connell, 1995;
Nicholson and Kamerling, 1998; Hauksson, 2000; Richards-Dinger and Shearer, 2000].  This
subset also includes new digital alternative representations of 3D fault surfaces (Fig.3b), such as
the modified onshore and offshore Oak Ridge fault (green) that is now steeply south-dipping and
continuous at depth, and a new World’s End fault that is now steeply dipping as originally mapped
[e.g., Ogle et al., 1987; Redin et al., 1998].  This is also work in progress, as a number of other
elements still need to be modified, or new digital fault surfaces still need to be added (such as the
Mid-Channel fault splay in Fig.4) for this subset to be complete.  All new digital elements are being
provided as input into the SCEC Community Fault Model.
Project Results

Besides those already submitted, several additional digital 3D structure contour maps of
alternative fault representations were produced for input into the SCEC Community Fault Model.
These include the onshore and offshore Oak Ridge and World’s End faults (Fig.3b).  Down-dip
projections of these and other faults were based on relocated seismicity [e.g., Nicholson and
Kamerling, 1998; Hauksson, 2000].  Additional modified digital structure contour maps of the San
Cayetano, Santa Ynez, Mid-Channel and Arroyo Parida-Mission Ridge faults are in progress and
will soon be available. Fault surfaces are defined in 3D based on integrating seismic reflection,
seismicity, topography, surface mapping, and well data.  
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